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 Sport Servant Leadership for Coaches 
 A new intervention for NAIA  coaches has gone online this week.  The intervention, educational program is designed to support the 

mission and values of the NAIA Champions of Character program. Developed by Doctoral Candidate, Pete VanMullem, presently 44 

coaches have agreed to do the study.  

 Data out at Center 
 Data went out to Atlanta Braves Baseball team. 

 Doctoral defenses set 
 Dr. Stoll is a committee member for Greg Venema, (Chair Roger Scott) from Idaho Falls Leadership Program. The title of 

his defense set for December 4  is: INSIGHTS ON LEARNING IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION: A COLLECTIVE CASE 

STUDY OF FEEDBACK FROM BYU-IDAHO RELIGION STUDENTS AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATORS,   

 Dr. Stoll is a committee member for Stephanie Kerr, (Chair Grace GocKarp.  Her defense is set for December 12.  Her 

topic is weight training for high school girls and its effect on personal growth. 

 References out 
 Dr. Stoll sent letter of Reference for David Brunner as he sets employment in higher education, University of Kentucky. 

 Text out to Publisher 
 Golf and Philosophy, edited by Andy Wible, has gone to the publisher.  Dr. Stoll and Dr. Beller has a chapter title: Golf 

and Moral Reasoning. 

 Graduate Students Present in Classes 
 Matthew Hellman was a guest lecturer at Washington State University in WSU 400, Sport Management.  Matthew's 

presentation was titled:  Modern Trends in Professional Sport. 

 David Brunner, doctorate candidate, was a guest lecturer in HPRD 210 at Idaho and presented on:  Wholism:  Teaching 

the body to take care of the mind, when the mind tires of teaching the body. 

 International Association of Philosophy of Sport 
 Dr. Stoll is the newsletter editor of IAPS.  She has held office of president and continues as editor.  This week marked the 

25th newsletter edited and placed on line, October, 2008.  Beginning in 2001, Dr. Stoll has edited a newsletter for IAPS 

three times a year.  The newsletter is the official news source for IAPS, the largest international body of sport 

philosophers in the world with members from all continents except, Africa and Antarctic.   


